Impeccable Work
for over 30 Years

LARRY RUSSICK SERVICES
Impeccable work
AIR PURIFICATION

LARRY RUSSICK
SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL
ORGANIZING
AND CLUTTER CONTROL
WINDOW CLEANING
Whatever the need, I
strive to provide efficient
and cost effective results
in each of my services.
I work alone. This allows
me the luxury to strive
for high quality. I have a
reputation for industriousness, creativity, and
integrity and will work
for you in whatever capacity I am able, to the
extent of my ability.

Larry Russick
Services

Air Purification
Professional Organizing
Window Cleaning

305 Lynne Place
Bridgeport, CT 06610
Phone: 203.685.2839

My air purifiers can deliver mountain
fresh air to the rooms of your home.

E-mail: larryr@optonline.net
Website: http://www.strivingforclarity.com

Air Purification
Professional Organizing
Window Cleaning
203.685.2839

Thirty Years of
Impeccable Work
Are you suffering from poor air
quality or allergens in your living
environment? Do you have a calamity of jumbled belongings in a
once useful space? Are your windows dirty? Let me help you deal
with these areas and others.

With my many years of providing a
bridge between chaos and order, I
have developed many useful skills.

Air Purification
Many people suffer needlessly from toxins they do not even realize are in their
environment. Pet odor, accidents, hair
and dander; mold, dust and dust mites;
off-gassing from new carpets, furniture
and from cleaning agents; cooking odors,
fireplace and cigarette smoke.
The air purifiers I offer contain
several systems, one of which, the Space
Certified, Active Pure system, was used
on the Space Shuttle. These systems
work together to clean the air. In addi-

tion, they even sanitize surfaces by substantially reducing microbial populations. You do
not have to wait till your air passes through the
machine, they replicate the cleaning processes
of nature by putting out a plasma that goes to
the source of the problem. One machine can
handle up to 3000 sq ft of area.
If you are interested, I will let you try
one for a week without charge, to see if it will
help you.

Window Cleaning
I’m a master window cleaner
with 30 years of expertise.
Customers are often amazed
at the results I achieve. It is
said that no one gets them as
clear as I do and that the windows stay clean longer. I
clean the windows and
storms, wipe the sills and can remove oxidation and paint and do the screens if desired.
Heights and windows that are hard to reach
or figure out, are not a problem. I’ve seen almost everything in regards to windows over
the last 30 years.
If you consider the effort you would
need to expend and the dangers you’d need to
confront, isn’t it worth it to have someone
capable and experienced do an outstanding job
on them rather than risk it yourself?
Your fine home will glisten like a polished gem. Think of the light that will shine in
and the view when you look out.

Professional Organizing
Many of us have rooms, basements, closets, garages, etcetera we’d love to use, or
at least know what’s in them. Let me help
organize and clean these spaces for you,
then set them up so that they are attractive, welcoming places for you to use,
where you can find anything you want
when you need it, and have a convenient
logical place to keep things when you
want to put
something
away. For instance, do you
have a room
you can’t even
walk into?

How would you
feel if it looked like
this?

Once your space is put in order,
it could then be used for an office, craft
workshop, home for a family member
who’s moving back, or a storage space
that’s shipshape, where you know what’s
there and can find it when you want to.
After that we can develop a plan, together, to easily keep it that way.

